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Algorithms and operators
Perhaps the simplest of all algorithmic schemes is the following: \Starting with an initial object of some domain D, repeatedly apply a transformation x 7 ! T(x) until a certain halting condition is met." In other words, one computes a sequence of iterates (S) x 0 ; x 1 = T(x 0 ); x 2 = T(x 1 ); : : : ; x n = T(x n?1 ); : : : ; until some (possibly vacuous) condition H is satis ed.
Two special cases of importance are the binary expansion transformation and the continued fraction transformation that are de ned by T BE (x) = f2xg; T CF (x) = f 1 x g; (1) where fug = u mod 1 = u?buc is the fractional part of u and D = 0; 1 . These two transformations give rise to the binary expansion and to the continued fraction representation of x 0 , 
where the \digits" m j = m j (x 0 ) are obtained by either m j = b2x j?1 c or m j = b1=x j?1 c.
The transformations of interest in this context are usually far from injective but at least have a nite or denumerable set of inverse branches. Keeping track of which branch of the inverse function corresponds to each application of T provides a symbolic coding of x 0 , or equivalently a generalized number representation system. Here,
and the rules for computing the \digits" associated to T BE and T CF are precisely of this nature. The common process is described by a canonical numbering of 
Loosely speaking, such a coding system works, because T(x) is an expanding map, (jT 0 (x)j > 1), so that the inverse branches are contracting, (jh 0 j (x)j < 1 where the parameter k is called the depth. Here, the inverse branches are all monotonic, either decreasing (T CF ) or increasing (T BE ), so that the interior Figure 1 : The fundamental circles associated with the binary expansion transformation (left) and the continued fraction transformation (right).
of I m1;m2;:::;mk contains all the irrational numbers whose representation starts with m 1 ; m 2 ; : : :; m k . There are important boundary cases, the dyadic rationals for T BE or the rationals for T CF , where the expansion terminates. These sets are of measure zero, but play an important rôle in analysing the dynamics of T. The geometry of fundamental intervals is well illustrated by a twodimensional diagram where an interval J is represented by the circle of diameter J; the circles built over fundamental intervals are called fundamental circles. Such circle diagrams exhibit a fractal-like aspect, see Fig. 1 . Apart from their esthetic aspect, they relate directly to algorithms as the areas of the fundamental circles give basic informations on the 2-dimensional algorithms to be considered later.
Analysis of algorithms. The purpose of analysis of algorithms is to characterize the cost of an algorithm under a well-de ned probabilistic model that describes the initial distribution of its input x 0 . The problematics of analysis of algorithms is well illustrated by Knuth's monumental series, The Art of Computer Programming, especially 18] that includes an interesting perspective on continued fractions and the Euclidean algorithm.
Consider for instance the binary expansion algorithm applied to an initial value x 0 that is uniformly distributed over 0; 1] and halt it after n iterations of T BE . Assume that we have to pay a toll of 1 each time a 1-bit is encountered. Each x j is now uniformly distributed so that the \dynamics" of the algorithm is especially simple. Moreover, each bit m j has independently of the other equal probability of being 0 or 1, so that the total cost C n is a binomial (or Bernoulli) distributed random variable, PrfC n = rg = 1 2 n n r :
The mean of the cost is n = n=2, the standard deviation is n = p n=2, and the famous Gauss-Laplace-De Moivre theorem even gives us a limit distribution, e ?t 2 =2 dt; (6) the distribution function of a standard Gaussian variable. Our purpose in this paper is precisely to analyse characteristics of continued fraction based algorithms and detect laws that in a way generalize properties of the binary expansion algorithm.
Functional operators. For obvious reasons, in the analysis of algorithms, one has also to consider input distributions that may be rather nonuniform.
Assume for instance that we run the binary expansion algorithm starting from an x 0 that is distributed like a random variable X with density w(x), Prfx < X x + dxg = w(x) dx:
Then, one iteration of T BE produces a new random variable, Y = T(X), with density w (x) 1 dx Prfx < Y x + dxg = 1 2 w( x 2 ) + 1 2 w( x + 1 2 ); as shown by a simple computation that tracks the possible origins of Y . This suggests to introduce an operator
so that the distribution of x k is precisely described by the density function
Thus, provided w is smooth enough, for instance C 1 , we have
as the sum in (8) is a Riemann sum of step 2 ?k .
The distribution of the kth iterate x k therefore approaches the uniform distribution exponentially fast as the algorithm proceeds. In particular, digits are asymptotically nearly equidistributed and a limit law like (6) persists (by exponential mixing, see 4, Sec.27]), although closed-form expressions like (5) are no longer available. Phrased di erently, Eq. (9) expresses that the iterates of G BE converge to 1, an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, at a rate of 1 2 that appears to be the subdominant (second) eigenvalue of G BE 1 . This simple example suggests a direct relationship between the dynamics of T, the computational complexity properties of algorithms based on the iteration of T, and spectral properties of an operator closely related to the way T transforms probability distributions. The basic ingredient, well-developed in dynamical systems theory, is the class of transfer operators 2, 30] whose general form is 
as eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue (2) = 1, a fact easily veri ed by a straightforward calculation. Equivalently, 2 (x) is invariant under the continued fraction transformation T CF . It took however more than a century to prove that the iterates G k 2 w] converge geometrically fast to the Gauss distribution 2 
where (2) ?0:30366 : : :; (13) for a wide class of distributions w(x) that includes the uniform distribution. There (2), known as the Gauss-Kuzmin-Wirsing constant, is the subdominant 1 The complete spectrum of G (acting on functions analytic in a disc that properly contains the interval 0;1]) is the geometric progression f2 ?r g 1 r=0 , with the rth Bernoulli polynomial Br(x) an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 2 ?r .
eigenvalue of G 2 . Nowadays, we may regard the convergence expressed by (13) but without its error term as a consequence of the ergodic theorem. We refer globally to the books by Knuth 18] , by Khinchin 16] , and by the law of Gauss,
with a speed of convergence that is again O(j (2)j k ). In the asymptotic limit, the continued fraction quotients are thus distributed like a random variable whose probability distribution is given by (14) .
In the remainder of this paper, we shall examine related properties, like the ne distribution of continuants, and derive a Gaussian law that bears a super cial resemblance to (6) . Such properties entertain in turn close ties with the distribution of the lengths of fundamental intervals and with the behaviour of the Euclidean algorithm. The problems are however more di cult than for binary expansions as continued fraction digits are inherently (though somewhat \weakly") correlated. The proof techniques there make a heavy use of spectral properties of the operators G s when s lies in a complex neighbourhood of 2. In particular L evy's constant, 0 (2) = ? 2 =(12 log2), that relates to the entropy of fundamental intervals, intervenes for dominant asymptotics both in the law of continuants and in the number of steps of the Euclidean algorithm. Two-dimensional algorithms. One of our goals is to analyse twodimensional versions of the basic algorithmic scheme based on iteration of a function T. For binary expansions and continued fractions, T is piecewise monotonic, either increasing like T BE or decreasing like T CF . Then we may compare a pair of real numbers (x 0 ; y 0 ) by running \in parallel" two iterations of T that start with the two numbers x 0 and y 0 , and halt as soon as a discrepancy is detected. (Special rational cases are easily tested and subjected to an appropriate treatment.)
The two real inputs cause at least k iterations of the algorithm if they both belong to a fundamental square of the form Q m1;:::;mk = I m1;:::;mk I m1;:::;mk :
These fundamental squares are analogous to the circle representations associated to fundamental intervals of Fig. 1 . Their structure in the case of T CF is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where black and white are used to depict squares of odd and even depth respectively.
Assume that (x 0 ; y 0 ) is uniformly distributed over the unit square. Once more, the binary expansion algorithm is easy to cope with. In that case, the number L of iterations of the algorithm has mean value equal to 2 and a distribution that is geometric with parameter 1=2, that is to say PrfL = rg = 2 ?r .
In the case of an arbitrary base b, the mean becomes b=(b ? 1) and the law is a geometric one with parameter 1=b.
The continued fraction version of the algorithm seems to have been rst formulated for comparing two rational numbers in the celebrated HAKMEM memo 3]. In this context no multiprecision operation is required as the successive rationals T k (x 0 ); T k (y 0 ) are of diminishing sizes. Interest in the algorithm was recently rekindled as it may be used to nd the sign of 2 2 integer determinants, a recurrent problem of some importance in computational geometry that is equivalent to the comparison of rational numbers. The geometry of these problems is furthermore isomorphic to the one that arises in the analysis of the Gaussian algorithm for lattice reduction 5, 33] . Thus, multidimensional generalizations of the continued fraction algorithm are of interest in rather diverse situations.
For continued fractions, it is now the operator G s taken at s = 4 that plays a rôle. As we shall see, the comparison of the continued fraction expansions of two reals necessitates computing L partial quotients, where L has a mean value ExfLg 1:35113, an interesting constant that is expressible in terms of (3) The algorithm generalizes to a test based on \digital trees" for deciding distinctness of n real numbers represented by continued fractions (this also provides a way to sort). The analysis provides interesting indications on the collective behaviour of n \random" continued fractions. In this context the quantities ?2 0 (2) and (4) play a rôle analogous to the the entropy and the probability of coincident digits for other number representation systems.
Plan of the paper. We rst make explicit the basic algebraic and analytic properties of transfer operators associated with continued fractions in Section 2. Next, in Section 3, we establish the Gaussian law of the logarithms of continuants (Philipp's theorem) and derive improved error terms for convergence to the asymptotic limit. In Section 4, we show that the basic average-case analysis of Euclid's algorithm has a simple formulation in terms of transfer operators, which leads to a simple proof of the Heilbronn-Dixon theorem in the style of classical analytic number theory. Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to the analysis of algorithms for comparing 2 real numbers and sorting n real numbers, given their continued fraction representations. The analytic properties of transfer operators associated to continued fractions have been superbly worked out by Mayer in a series of papers 24, 25, 22, 23] that provide the technical background for the functional analysis aspects of the our paper. We also took inspiration from perturbative properties developed by Hensley 13] in his deep results relative to Euclid's algorithm.
Througout this paper, we encounter recurrently a few basic \structure constants" arising from transfer operators | (2); (2); 0 (2); 00 (2); (4), most notably. for s a real number satisfying <(s) > 1. There the sum may be seen also as taken over all LFTs of depth 1. By the chain rule, the kth iterate of G s is also
with a sum now ranging over all LFTs of depth k. The determinant identity induces a simpli cation in the last sum since
This is summarized by the following proposition.
Proposition 1 The iterate of order k of the operator G s is expressible in terms of continuants of order k:
In particular,
An important consequence of the determinant identity is that the length of the fundamental interval relative to an LFT h = h m is The analysis of transfer operators. Asymptotic properties of continued fraction algorithms are closely related to spectral properties of transfer operators. The situation in a way parallels that of Markov chains where a dominant eigenvector gives the stationary distribution of the chain while the subdominant eigenvalue is an indicator of the speed of convergence to the stationary limit. In order to develop such spectral properties, one rst needs to make precise the functional spaces on which the G s operators are applied. We let J and V denote respectively the interval and the open disk of centre 1 and diameter 5=4.
The disc and the interval are mapped strictly within themselves by an arbitrary LFT of depth 1, and hence by any LFT of arbitrary depth. The G s operators for <(s) > 1 are then taken to act on the space A 1 (V) formed with all functions f that are holomorphic in the disc V and are continuous on the closed disc V.
Endowed with the sup-norm, jjfjj = sup fjf(z)j; z 2 Vg;
A 1 (V) is a Banach space. The starting point is the following easy result. There, (P 3 ) Maximum property. In any half-plane <(s) > 1, the spectral radius (s) attains its unique maximum at s = where it equals ( ). (P 4 ) Special properties. The dominant spectral objects at s = 2 are known.
The dominant eigenvalue is (2) = 1, with corresponding eigenfunction the Gauss function 2 (z) = (1 + z) ?1 . Wirsing 34] has determined the subdominant eigenvalue (2) ?0:30366.
We now detail properties P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ; P 4 on which this paper is built. 
for any k 1 and any z 2 V, the spectral radius of N k s being j (s)j k . Perturbation (P 2 ). The dependency of G s with respect to s is an analytic (holomorphic) one. Therefore, by the standard theory of analytic perturbation, the relation (23) 
so that (s) strictly decreases along the real axis, s > 1. In addition, Faivre 8] and others have proved, by a judicious use of the triangular inequality, that for any > 1, one has ( + it) < ( ) for t 6 = 0.
Special properties (P 4 ). At s = 2, the dominant spectral quantities are explicit:
(2) = 1;
2 (x) = 1 log2 1 1 + x ; e 2 f] =
The fact that G s 2 = 2 constitutes Gauss's observation of the invariance of the density 2 (x) under the continued fraction transformation. The corresponding projector e 2 of (22) 
with 0 s = d ds s , etc. In (28), the l.h.s. has a projection that equals 0, so that applying e 2 , which means integrating between 0 and 1, one determines 0 (2). The other ve numbers exhibit a certain tendency of 1 k log Q k to converge within an interval like 1:15; 1:22] |with a mean for k = 1; 000 that equals 1:18614| while the theory to be developed below precisely predicts convergence towards ? 0 (2) = 2 12 log2 1:18656 with overwhelming probability.
The quantity Q k (x) is de ned almost everywhere; it is also a step function that is constant on any fundamental interval of depth k. Here we regard it as a random variable (also written Q k ) and examine characteristics of its distribution when x is uniformly distributed over the interval 0; 1 . Philipp 28] recognized that the distribution of logQ k obeys in the limit a Gaussian law. Here we show how this result follows rather directly from the operator approach. In passing, we derive optimal error terms of an order of O(1= ) that is analytic near s = 2, and any number satisfying j (2)j < < 1, with (2) the Gauss-Kuzmin-Wirsing constant. Equation (30) means that M k (s) behaves nearly like a large power (kth power) of the xed function (s). The central limit theorem of probability theory asserts that such large powers |in the "pure" power case V = = 0 at least| induce Gaussian laws in the asymptotic limit. There are two di erences here: one is the analytic factor e V (s) ; the other corresponds to the error term O( k ) which is negligible in the scale of the problem.
The extension of the central limit theorem to \quasi-powers" of the form (30) has been done in a general setting by Hwang 14 ]. Hwang's technology is based on the Berry-Essen inequality.
Theorem (Hwang's quasipower theorem) Let 
4 The analysis of Euclid's algorithm Heilbronn 11] and Dixon 6] near 1970 have determined the order of growth of the expected number of steps of the Euclidean gcd algorithm. The problem is equivalent to determining the expectation of the depth of the continued fraction associated to a random number p=q with 1 p < q < N; the bound N is made to tend to in nity. Recently, Hensley 13] has succeeded in proving the deep result that the depth is in the asymptotic limit distributed like a Gaussian variable. Here, we establish connections between Euclid's algorithm and transfer operators, show how to rederive a weak form of the Heilbronn-Dixon theorem by operator methods followed by Tauberian arguments, and explain how some of Hensley's results are related to a natural analytic conjecture.
Algebra. We consider here the two sets ! n := fp j 1 p n; gcd(p; n) = 1g N := f(p; q) j 1 p q N; gcd(p; q) = 1g; and the two random variables x n and X N that represent the depth of continued fractions associated to rationals of ! n and N . The essential quantity is the number hki n of fractions p=n 2 ! n with depth exactly k. The cardinality of ! n is (n), the Euler totient function, so that On the punctured halfplane H := fsj <(s) 2; s 6 = 2g, the spectral radius of G s is strictly less than 1. The operator I ? G s is thus invertible, and it depends analytically on s. Therefore, the function T(s) is analytic on H. Theorem (Delange's Tauberian theorem) Let F(s) be a Dirichlet series with nonnegative coe cients a n such that F(s) converges for <(s) > > 0. Assume that F(s) is analytic on <(s) = , 6 = and that for some w 0, (1 + " t (N)): There (t) is de ned for t near 0 as the root near 2 of ( (t)) = e ?t , and B(t), which is de ned in terms of projections, is an analytic function of t. The Tauberian technology only shows that, pointwise for each t, one has " t (N) ! 0.
We conjecture that in fact the convergence of the error terms to 0 is uniform. Assuming this conjecture, Hwang's theorem is applicable and this would imply a particularly simple proof of Hensley's theorem 13]:
The number of iterations of the Euclidean gcd algorithm, represented by the variable X N , obeys asymptotically a Gaussian law. A possible path to a completely analytic proof of Hensley's theorem would be to show that (s) does not come \too close" to 1 \too often", so that S(s; u) has a pole-free region extending that of S(s; 1). Hensley has also determined the variance of X N to be of the form logN (1 + o (1) . The exponent there is known to be related both to spectral properties of transfer operators and to Hausdor dimension 12].
The sign algorithm
It is easy to compare two real numbers x and y, or equivalently determine the sign of (x ? y), by a modi cation of the continued fraction algorithm. The This algorithm works as described whenever x and y are distinct irrational and it is readily supplemented by additional tests in order to correctly deal with all cases, including rational entries where m(x) and/or m(y) may be 0. Analysis of CF 2 over the reals. We consider a pair (x; y) of reals uniformly distributed over the unit square Q = 0; 1] 2 , and let L be the random variable 
by (15) . The quantity k therefore represents the probability that two random real numbers have continued fraction representations that coincide till depth k.
By Prop. 1, the probability distribution f k g is then expressible in terms of the iterates of G 4 :
The spectral properties summarized by Prop. 3 now apply and, as a consequence, the k decrease geometrically:
(38) for some real C > 0 and some constant with 0 < < 1 (one may take any > j (4) j= (4) Numerical procedures for estimating (4) have been described in 5]. There, it is also shown, following Sitaramachandrarao 31] , that the expectation is expressible in terms of (3) and the tetralogarithm Li 4 (1=2) = P n 1 2 ?n n ?4 . The CF 2 algorithm applied to real numbers thus has features roughly comparable to the binary expansion algorithm discussed in Section 1. The quantity (4) = lim 1=k k dictates the asymptotic rate at which digits in two continued fraction expansions coincide. Note 1. The analysis generalizes directly to nonuniform densities over the unit square that are proportional to jx ? yj r for some real parameter r > ?1. The case r = 0 is the uniform model; the cases ?1 < r < 0 correspond to giving a heavier weight to the \di cult" input con gurations of the algorithm. Statements similar to Theorem 3 then hold true but with the operator G 4+2r replacing G 4 . This has been studied systematically by Vall ee 33] who observed that, as r tends to ?1, the behaviour of the algorithm resembles that of the 1{ dimensional continued fraction algorithm. Vall ee introduced in fact a family of 2{dimensional operators that uni es all these analyses and leads to a powerful generalization of Theorems 1,3 when the initial distribution of x is nonuniform.
Note 2. The geometry of fundamental domains for the sign algorithm is isomorphic to the geometry of the 2-dimensional lattice reduction for which Gauss had given an optimal algorithm. Thus, the analysis conducted here parallels that of our paper 5] where the alternative expression for ExfLg and the precise numerical evaluation of constants are discussed in detail.
Note 3. As is clear from the HAKMEM quotation, the CF 2 algorithm was conceived initially as an economical way of comparing two rationals. In this context, its interest stems from the fact that the sizes of the rational numbers x and y steadily decrease in the course of the algorithm, so that no multiprecision operation is required. In a way, algorithm CF 2 then corresponds to running in parallel two \lazy" versions of the gcd algorithm, one on (a; c), the other on (b; d), if x = a=c and y = b=d. Execution is halted as soon as a discrepancy of quotients is detected. The same algorithm may be used to estimate the sign of 2 2-determinants with integer entries and again no multiprecision manipulation is required, a feature of particular interest in computational geometry.
It is easily proved that the CF 2 applied to random rationals with denominators in the range N; 2N] has, up to error terms that are O(1=N), a behaviour described by the continuous model and Theorem 3. Thus, although the worstcase cost of CF 2 under this model is log N log + O(1); = 1 + p 5 2 ; the average case is constant and the probability of executing a large number of steps decays exponentially |for instance 5 is of the order of 10 ?3 , 10 of the order of 10 ?7 .
6 The sorting algorithm
In this section 2 , we consider the problem of sorting n real numbers given their continued fraction representations. The algorithm proceeds by elementary com-parisons between continued fraction \digits" (i.e., quotients) and it is a generalization of the sign algorithm of Section 5. Its underlying structure is a tree, called a digital tree or trie 17, 21] . Though motivated by algorithmic considerations, the analysis developed here has also a direct interpretation in terms of continued fractions: given n uniformly independently drawn random real numbers of 0; 1], it answers probabilistic questions like: | what is the \closest pair" of numbers, where distance is measured by the number of coincident continued fraction digits? | how many digits in total must be determined in order to distinguish, hence sort, the n numbers? | how many fundamental intervals are necessary to separate the n numbers? These parameters have a natural formulation in terms of the associated digital tree structure. The structural constants ?2 0 (2) (the entropy) and (4) The level of a node in a digital tree is the number of edges that connect it to the root. The height of the tree is the maximum level of any leaf, the path length of the tree is the sum of the levels of all leaves and the size of the tree is the number of its internal nodes.
From now on, we specialize the discussion to digital trees built on digit sequences of continued fraction representations of real numbers, so that A = f1; 2; : : :g. Such trees are called CF{trees, and suitable traversals of a CFtree sort X either lexicographically or according to the natural order over the reals. The height of tree(X) is then a measure of distance between the two closest elements of X (in terms of continued fraction expansions). The path length equals the total number of digits that need to be examined in order to distinguish all elements of X (or even sort X), and the size of the tree plus the cardinality of X is the number of fundamental intervals necessary to isolate all elements of X.
Rather than xing the cardinality n of the set X (this model is called the Bernoulli model), we consider a variable number N of elements that obeys a Poisson law of parameter x, PrfN = kg = e ?x x k k! : This model is called the Poisson model of rate x. In this model, N is strongly concentrated near its mean x with a high probability so that the rate x plays a rôle much similar to size. It can be proved in fact that the analyses under the Bernoulli model of index n coincide, to rst asymptotic order, with the corresponding ones under a Poisson model of rate x = n.
The interest of the Poisson model is that there is complete independence of what happens in disjoint subintervals of 0; 1]. In particular, the number of elements that fall into any interval of length q is itself distributed as a Poisson variable of rate qx.
Algebra. The strong independence property of the Poisson model gives access to the Poisson generating functions of basic parameters. The rôle of fundamental intervals is crucial and for a continued fraction LFT h, the length u h of the associated interval is given by (21) .
Consider the Poisson model of rate x. A random CF{tree has height k provided no fundamental interval of depth k contains more than 1 element. The probability of this event, is given by the independence property of the Poisson model,
which yields the expected height
For size, we observe that an internal node in the tree corresponds to a fundamental interval occupied by at least two numbers. Similarly, path length is equal to the sum over all internal nodes of the number of elements that fall into the associated fundamental interval. The expectations of size and path length result, since The double pole at s = 0 induces a logarithmic term while the imaginary poles at s = 2ik = log (4) contribute a periodic term. Note 2. The uctuations in the expected height are of a standard form with
Fourier coe cients that are values of the gamma function at regularly spaced points of the imaginary axis. In contrast, the uctuations for size and path length have an asymptotically smaller order that is dictated by the location of nontrivial zeros of the zeta function and hence related to the Riemann hypothesis.
Note 3. Similar estimates hold for the more natural Bernoulli model of index n, where the expectations s n ; p n ; d n of size, path length, and height are found to satisfy:
s n S(n); p n P(n); d n D(n) (n ! +1):
For size and path length, this results from a Mellin analysis applied to exact forms of Bernoulli expectations by means of a modi ed Dirichlet series. For height, we relie on saddle point asymptotics, using an extension to complex values of x of the approximation of D(x).
